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ABSTRACT
Data breaches represent a signi�cant threat to organizations. While
the general problem of protecting data has received much attention,
one large (and growing) class has not – data that must be kept due
to mandatory retention laws. Such data is often of little use to an
organization, is rarely accessed, and represents a signi�cant poten-
tial liability, yet cannot be discarded. Protecting such data entails
an unusual combination of practical constraints (such as providing
veri�cation to a party that may be unknown) and thus requires
functionality that is not well addressed by traditional cryptographic
primitives. We propose to mitigate the risk to such data through a
new system called Dragchute, which creates a time window during
which locked data cannot be accessed by anyone. Based on a ver-
i�able non-interactive, non-parallelizable, time-delay key escrow
mechanism, Dragchute is novel in that it requires that no crypto-
graphic material capable of providing early access to the data be
retained, yet provides veri�cation for multiple properties. We de�ne
a base construction for Dragchute, show possible extensions that
help meet additional veri�cation requirements, and characterize its
performance. Our results show that Dragchute systems o�er veri�-
able, customizable, computational protection against data exposure
for encryption costs similar to traditional methods (e.g., less than
6% overhead compared to AEAD). We thus show that Dragchute
systems provide a critical new means for protecting data that must
be retained long term due to mandatory retention laws.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large scale data breaches have become regular events. Incidents
ranging from recent attacks on Target [42] and Equifax [24] to the
theft of millions of current and former employee pro�les from the
US O�ce of Personnel Management (OPM) [54] demonstrate that
even large organizations with professional IT security sta� remain
susceptible to compromise. Such breaches have resulted in billions
of dollars of losses to the compromised entities [39] and also caused
losses to the consumers and employees whose data was stolen.

Though the general problem of breaches has received much
consideration (e.g., papers on access control [11, 63] and database
encryption [29, 68]), one large and important class of data has
received relatively little — data that is rarely accessed and has little
utility to the organizations that own it, but must be retained due to
mandatory data retention laws. For example, regulations such as
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act [2] require publicly traded companies to
retain vast amounts of data for years; e�ectively in perpetuity, in
some cases. Protecting such data requires functionality that is not
well addressed by traditional cryptographic primitives.

As an example, advanced persistent threats (APT) raise the pos-
sibility that an adversary capable of accessing the data may also
compromise the machines on which secret keys are stored. This
would render protected data immediately recoverable. Thus, desir-
able mechanisms for our setting should store no secrets that would
lead to rapid exposure of plaintext data following a breach.

Mandatory retention laws may also require organizations to
provide evidence of “good-faith” e�ort to comply. This evidence
should su�ciently convince regulators that (minimally) the privacy
of the data is maintained, that the underlying plaintext is authentic,
and that an authorized party will be able to obtain this plaintext
within a reasonable period of time after it is requested. Desirable
mechanisms should o�er such evidence, preferably in a timely
fashion, and without having to fully expose the plaintext data to
machines that may unknowingly be compromised.

Compliance with data retention laws may further require that
the plaintext data be made available to multiple authorized parties
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at some point(s) in the future (e.g., courts in various jurisdictions),
and these parties may not be explicitly named at the time the data
is placed in storage. Thus, desirable mechanisms should not assume
knowledge of recipient identities, or require interactive setup cere-
monies between the data-holder and the authorized recipients. In
fact, for operational and legal reasons, it would be optimal if no
interaction was required beyond the authorized party requesting
the data, and the data-holder handing it over.

Furthermore, any mechanism employed to comply with data-
retention laws should rely minimally, if at all, on trusted third
parties. As the subject data must often be stored for years, reliance
on third parties raises serious concerns about the longevity and
stability of these parties, as well as a commitment to long-term trust.
Use of third parties also introduces complications with respect to
liability. Lastly, employing third parties, e.g., for key escrow, raises
considerable privacy concerns [5].

At �rst glance, existing cryptographic primitives such as time-
lock cryptography [14, 18, 23, 53, 61], secret sharing [66], and en-
capsulated key escrow [8, 9, 49], appear promising. But none meet
all of the requirements mentioned above. Time-lock cryptographic
primitives can be used to prevent immediate access to data for an
adversary who has obtained the necessary keys, but they either lack
veri�cation mechanisms or provide veri�cation that is limited in
scope and requires signi�cant interaction. Secret sharing can make
the acquisition of keys more di�cult for the adversary, but if the
threshold number of shares is stored in-house, then this provides
no additional protection; if not, the storing entity is beholden to
external share holders and third-party concerns return.

Encapsulated key escrow (EKE) techniques, in which keys are
stored in a manner such that they cannot be accessed until a speci-
�ed future time, appear especially promising. These schemes allow
for the escrow of keys with a variety of levels and types of veri�-
cation. Unfortunately, many EKE protocols require interaction, or
signi�cant third-party intervention, as part of their veri�cation pro-
cedures. More concerning, many are vulnerable to parallel attacks
via well-resourced adversaries [8, 9].

Meeting the Challenges. We propose, instantiate, and test a
new encapsulated key-escrow system that stores no secrets, re-
sists parallel attacks, and provides evidence of multiple aspects
of compliance. Moreover, most of this evidence can be provided
non-interactively. We call our speci�c realization of these ideas the
Dragchute system.1 Unlike traditional encryption-based protection
mechanisms, where an information asymmetry is assumed for se-
curity (speci�cally, knowledge of cryptographic keys), security of
Dragchute rests solely on the “hardness” of time. Access to data
protected with our system is delayed for all parties for a speci�able
amount of time, regardless of the (realistic) computing resources
available. A practical impact of this is to allow the compromised
party a window of opportunity to proactively mitigate the damage
that might be caused by the data being divulged. Moreover, it slows
an adversary’s ability to comb through massive amounts of data.
We stress that because time, rather than information, is required
to decrypt a Dragchute-protected ciphertext, the system ensures
that the adversary will not be able to quickly access the underlying

1The name is meant to be evocative of a device used to slow down very fast-moving
objects.

plaintext regardless of the data the adversary may obtain during a
breach.

Built in large part from primitives that have well understood
security properties, the system is supported by an intuitively un-
derstandable argument regarding how it protects data. It admits
non-interactive veri�cation on multiple dimensions that is resistant
to parallel attacks and requires minimal, and in many cases no, third
party intervention. Our base scheme guarantees the privacy and in-
tegrity of data integrity of the supporting cryptographic structures,
and provides assurance that these structures have been correctly
constructed and are bound to speci�c ciphertext(s). It does not,
however, provide protection against an adversary that completely
replaces ciphertext and the data structures that escrow the key(s)
with its own “honestly produced” ciphertext and data structures.

Should one require this additional level of protection, we provide
an extension of the base protocol that does protect against such an
adversary. We also provide an extension that allows one to prove,
in succinct non-interactive zero-knowledge, that the escrow data
contains the keys required to unlock the corresponding cipher-
text. These extensions are orthogonal in that they can be used by
themselves or in tandem as context may require.

Our Contributions To summarize, the speci�c contributions of
this paper are:

• Introduction of Dragchute: We describe a new means for pro-
tecting data at rest. Dragchute systems are designed to protect
data for a set period of time post-breach, thereby increasing the
time between breach events and data compromise.
• Evaluation of a Candidate Dragchute Construction:We de-
sign, implement, and conduct a performance analysis on a proof-
of-concept system for parallel-attack-resistant encapsulated key
escrow with non-interactive veri�ability. Our system uses time-
locked commitments [14] as a core component. However, we
assume that any and all information that may lead to earlier-than-
planned opening of the commitment by any party, is destroyed
immediate after the data is stored.
Our analysis, conducted using a total of 686 days of compute time,
demonstrates that Dragchute ciphertexts requiring approximately
one month to decrypt can be achieved at roughly the cost of
executing a standard Authenticated Encryption with Associated
Data (AEAD) scheme (less than 6% overhead).
• Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge Proof and Compliance:
We provide a protocol by which a party implementing our con-
struction can,without interaction, provide evidence of compliance
(as opposed to obstruction) with legal requests for protected data
without storing any long term secrets that would compromise
the data itself.

We note that Dragchute systems are widely applicable — ac-
cording to a 2011 report by the McKinsey Institute [48], rougly
27% of the data stored by businesses in 2009 is ascribed to sectors
signi�cantly impacted by data retention laws. These include the
banking, �nancial services, medical, legal, and professional ser-
vices industries. Smaller �rms (e.g., solo tax, law, and accounting
�rms) in particular face signi�cant hardship in meeting data reten-
tion mandates. Dragchute may also be useful in protecting data on
non-�xed assets (e.g., laptops, USB drives and other backups). This



is especially true against adversaries who may be able to extract
encryption keys given physical access to compromised devices [41].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we provide an overview of related work; Section 3 provides our
adversarial model and assumptions; Section 4 provides an overview
of Dragchute; Section 5 describes our core operations; Section 6
shows how we embody a Dragchute scheme and details our candi-
date construction; Section 7 o�ers an implementation of our pro-
posed system and a performance analysis; Section 8 discusses data
retention laws; and Section 9 provides concluding remarks.

2 RELATEDWORK
Data breaches cause signi�cant damages [56]. This incentivizes
both commercial and government entities to develop methods for
protecting data and amortizing potential losses [69, 73]. Access
control is one such approach [11, 38, 63]. Though useful, unforeseen
attackers (e.g., insiders, outsiders with knowledge of an exploitable
vulnerability) are able to bypass such protection measures.

Another class of solution involves encryption followed by mech-
anisms for e�ciently accessing the encrypted data (e.g., [7, 29,
67, 68]). For example, Song et. al. [68] provide probabilistic algo-
rithms for searching encrypted data. Their methods allow for hid-
den searches and query isolation, and provide provable secrecy.
However, as with any traditional encryption scheme, data can be
compromised if an adversary gains access to stored secret keys2.
Moreover, even if such keys are protected via physical or logical
isolation, using the keys often requires that they be handled (brie�y)
in the clear, creating a window of vulnerability. Our solution avoids
these problems by requiring that no key material be retained.

Other solutions attempt to securely protect (or delete) data by
splitting (e.g., secret sharing), where data or keys are divided into
blocks and dispersed throughout the network or storagemedium [70,
71, 78]. Data is recovered by obtaining a su�cient number of
blocks/key shares. The best known of these schemes is the Vanish
system [35], which uses ephemerizers [50, 55] and distributed hash
tables (DHT) to delete data by distributing shares of an encryption
key throughout a peer-to-peer network. The intent is that the natu-
ral churn of the table should eventually delete the partial keys over
time. While an important step forward, such systems often fail for
operational reasons. For instance, adversaries have been able to
obtain enough partial keys from the DHT long after the expiration
date [77]. Though systems have been built to �x this problem [34],
they are not targeted for data that requires long retention periods.

Researchers have also attempted to delay access to resources
using computational puzzles. Sample problem domains include
DDoS [20, 25, 44, 75], spam [28], and practical cryptocurriencies [51].
Unfortunately, the often parallelizable nature of these puzzlesmakes
their use in real systems challenging [47]. E�orts to improve the
fairness of such puzzles against adversaries with varying compute
resources include memory-hard [12] and non-parallelizable [14, 22,
33, 49, 57, 59, 61, 72] puzzles. None of these techniques have been
investigated in the context of data breaches, nor in the case where
cryptographic keys are compromised by the adversary. Several are,
in addition, interactive or rely on a trusted third party. One [59]
provides a system whereby only the intended recipient can gain

2There are numerous reports of such instances. [46, 60, 62, 64] are recent examples.
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Figure 1: Data can be protected via multiple means. How-
ever,multiple operationalweaknesses can (and regularly do)
render these ine�ective. Data protected with Dragchute re-
mains con�dential for a �xed time interval even after the
data and keys have been obtained by the adversary.

access to the message after solution of the puzzle. None meets all of
the requirements necessary for the forced-retention data context.

There is also a large amount of work on key escrow techniques,
roughly beginning with the work on encapsulated key escrow by
Bellare and Goldwasser [8]. Their core primitive for data escrow
involves encrypting data with a standard symmetric cipher, then
splitting the key into two portions, one of which is made public. Par-
ties wishing to access the full key must exhaustively search through
the keyspace by concatenating potential hidden key portions with
the known key portion. Auxiliary information is provided in order
to allow the identi�cation of the proper key when tested. The ex-
haustive search is easily parallelized, and thus not practical in the
current setting. Subsequent escrow schemes [9, 17, 18, 23, 26, 43]
rely heavily on trusted servers and/or interaction.

3 SECURITY MODEL AND SYSTEM GOALS
The goal of our method is to provide improved protection for his-
torical data that is legally required to be stored, but is of little use to
the party storing it. The protection o�ered by Dragchute systems is
agnostic to data type so long that the data itself is rarely accessed,
and that when access is necessary, immediate availability is not a re-
quirement. Fundamentally, Dragchute improves protection (either
as a stand-alone method, or as augmenting a traditional system) by
extending the time between data breach and data access. We thus
assume that for the data under consideration there is signi�cant
value in this delayed access (e.g., by allowing revocation and/or
proactive monitoring).

We assume as well that key management can fail. Figure 1 shows
some possible mechanisms to protect a data object stored within
a targeted domain (e.g., an enterprise, a government agency, etc.).
While an administrator may apply various techniques to protect
that data, operational realities may nullify those protections against
sophisticated adversaries, e.g., encryption keys are often kept in
memory or on disk. Accordingly, our viewpoint is that the adversary
can access all data held by the target. A Dragchute system is meant



to extend the time between data being captured by the adversary,
and the protected content being disclosed to it.

We assume throughout that the party who creates the Dragchute
ciphertext and the party to whom the ciphertext is subsequently
attested (e.g., a law-enforcement body) are honest. We additionally
assume that adversarial parties are able to compromise arbitrary
targets via one or more attack vectors (e.g., miscon�guration, vul-
nerability, insider access) and gain access to that target’s sensitive
data. We assume an adversary has full knowledge of the schemes
protecting the data, and potentially access to substantial comput-
ing resources (e.g., supercomputers, botnet). An adversary may
be active, attempting to modify or delete ciphertexts and related
Dragchute speci�c data. Dragchute systems are designed to detect
such activity; the problem of preventing such deletions and modi�-
cations is outside the scope of this paper. In any case, Dragchute
primitives are designed to fail (and signal failure) when modi�ca-
tions are detected, thereby denying access to protected data.

For simplicity, we assume that all data is leaked as soon as the
target is compromised, and that the target itself is only aware
of the breach sometime after the data has been stolen. How and
when the target becomes aware of the breach is a problem that is
orthogonal to the one we consider, falling under the well-studied
area of intrusion detection. We assume that appropriate intrusion
detection mechanisms will be deployed in conjunction with DE.

The speci�cs of such measures are determined by administrators
of the data, and are of signi�cance to Dragchute systems. In partic-
ular, our system is designed to mitigate, as opposed to eliminate,
the risks associated with forced-retention data. This mitigation
takes the form of delayed access to the data for an adversary who
manages to breach data storage. Though forced-retention data may
need to be stored for years, it is neither practical nor desirable for
any mechanism to deny access to it, for all parties, for years at
a time. Rather, the system is designed to delay access for a time
period chosen at the discretion of the administrator (we envision
one or two months). As such, an APT that is able to breach data
storage and remain undetected on the system for a period longer
than the con�gured delay may be able to obtain some plaintext data.
It is thus crucial that deployed intrusion detection mechanisms are
appropriate for the con�gured Dragchute time delay.

We note also that though a long term APT data can poten-
tially obtain protected data, the amount of such data will be lim-
ited, as obtaining larger volumes will require solving several non-
parallelizable computation puzzles. In most contexts, the inability
for authorized parties to quickly access large volumes of their own
data would be problematic. This system is intended, however, to
protect data that is stored long-term, of little use to the organiza-
tion storing it, and expected to be accessed rarely, if at all. Thus the
inability to extract large volumes of data quickly is not problematic.

Informally, the goal of a Dragchute system is to provide tradi-
tional cryptographic notions of con�dentiality, against parallelized
and probabilistic adversarial algorithms, for the period of time re-
quired to perform a speci�c (and con�gurable) computation.
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Figure 2: At a high level, Dragchute encrypts a �le, locks in-
formation about the key in a time commitment, and then
proceeds to discard the key.

4 INTUITION FOR DRAGCHUTE
ENCRYPTION

Figure 2 provides a high level overview of our realization of Dragchute.
The top portion shows the “Lock” functionality. The plaintext data
is encrypted with one or more keys to produce a ciphertext. We
use a secure authenticated encryption scheme for this; speci�cally
an encrypt-then-MAC [10, 52] style scheme. We also compute a
timed commitment to the encryption keys, outputting a “Locked
container” and a “Certi�cate”. The keys themselves are discarded. In
the base scheme, the Certi�cate enables e�cient attestation (say, to
a law-enforcement body) that the container will unlock correctly,
reveal exactly what was committed, and corresponds to the cipher-
text. Our instantiation of timed-commitment borrows much from a
scheme developed by Boneh and Naor [14], in which one commits
to a string by XORing it with the tail end of a long, computation-
ally random keystream that is computed by sequential squaring.
In the absence of appropriate trap-door information, all of which
is discarded (along with the keys) as part of the locking process,
it is widely believed that this keystream can only be computed by
completing an inherently sequential computation. The desired time
required to generate this keysteam, and hence reveal the keys, is an
input to the locking function. We stress that all that remains after
locking is the ciphertext, the locked container, and the certi�cate.

The lower-right portion of Figure 2 shows the Unlock function-
ality. On input of the locked container and the ciphertext, Unlock
recovers the encryption keys from the locked container by “forcing”
it to open. That is, it carries out the sequential computation to recre-
ate the keystream. Once in possession of the encryption keys, it
decrypts the ciphertext to return the original plaintext. Because we
use an authenticated encryption scheme in our instantiation, if the
recovered keys or the ciphertext have been modi�ed, decryption



will fail and indicate this. Note that since the computation required
by Unlock is inherently sequential, even adversaries with substan-
tial access to resources (e.g., botnets, nation-states) will be limited
to the compute power of a single core per Unlock instantiation.

The lower-left portion of Figure 2 shows the “Attest” functional-
ity. Provided the certi�cate, the locked container, and the ciphertext,
Attest (quickly) signals whether or not the locked container was
correctly constructed and whether it corresponds to the ciphertext.
More speci�cally, our attestation mechanism �rst veri�es, in non-
interactive zero-knowledge, that the cipher stream was correctly
computed. Thus any committed values, regardless of unlock time,
are uniquely determined, in the sense that attempts to later unlock a
value di�erent from the one committed will be detected. Attest then
checks that a hash of the ciphertext matches a hash that has been
committed in the container. In the extended Dragchute schemes
detailed below, Attest can additionally verify that the container and
ciphertext authenticate, thus detecting adversarial attempts at forg-
ing complete (and correct) container/ciphertext pairs, and/or assure
quickly, via a zkSNARK [16, 36], that the preimage of a committed
hash value is the key that decrypts the corresponding ciphertext.
The latter precludes a committer from later claiming that the wrong
key was accidentally committed.

We note that even in the augmented Dragchute scheme, there
can be no guarantee that the resulting plaintext is the information
legal authorities might be seeking. Even data retention laws de-
signed to address fraud do not guarantee that the data provided to
authorities is what is expected. Rather, they discourage falsifying
data via the threat of signi�cant �nes and/or jail time. For instance,
a tax preparer who attests that a document is a client’s tax return
and then, upon unlocking it, fails to produce that document would
likely be held liable for failure to produce the document/perjury.
The practical purpose, then, of our attestation mechanism is to
provide additional evidence that the committer is assisting, rather
than obstructing, in the e�orts to obtain the data, and to bind the
committer/commit to a speci�c ciphertext. In a context in which
keys are not escrowed, this might be of little value. But the signi�-
cant delay between when the container/ciphertext pair is presented
to the requesting authority, and when the contents of the container
are revealed, suggest that quick veri�cation of cooperation is of
practical value. Though attestation cannot assure that the plaintext
is the requested material, should the (eventually) decrypted cipher-
text fail to provide that material, attestation provides authorities
with evidence of obstruction. In that sense, it suggests, as well as
incentivizes, cooperation, e�ectively by communicating that the es-
crowing organization is willing to be “on the hook” for the plaintext
protected by the container/ciphertext pair.

5 THE DRAGCHUTE SYSTEM
The central cryptographic primitive of the base Dragchute system is
a non-interactive veri�able time-delay key escrow mechanism that
requires no trusted third party and admits veri�cation on multiple
dimensions. The idea is to use this mechanism to protect cipher-
texts generated using a traditional semantically-secure encryption
scheme by escrowing the key(s) in such a way that even honest
parties must invest considerable work in order to recover them.

Our escrow mechanism consists of four algorithms, Generate,
Lock, Unlock, and A�est, whose syntax is as follows.
• The randomized parameter-generation algorithm
Generate takes as input a security parameter k and returns a
pair (pp, sp) of public and secret locking parameters. We write
(pp, sp) $ Generate(1k ) for this operation.
• The randomized locking algorithm Lock takes as input public and
secret parameters pp and sp, a string S , and an integer complexity
parameter t > 0. It returns a ciphertext C , a locked container X ,
and a witness T . We write (C,X ,T ) $ Lock(pp, sp, S, t ) for this
operation.
• The deterministic unlocking algorithm Unlock takes as input
pp, t ,C,X and returns a string S or the distinguished (non-string)
symbol ?. We write S  Unlock(pp, t ,C,X ) for this operation.
• The deterministic property attestation algorithm A�est takes as
input pp, t ,X ,T ,C and returns a bit b. We write
b  A�est(pp, t ,X ,T ,C ) for this operation.

For correctness, we require that for all k , S , and t ,

Pr[(pp, sp) $ Generate(1k ); (C,X ,T ) $ Lock(pp, sp, S, t ) :
S  Unlock(pp, t ,C,X )] = 1

where the probability is over the indicated random choices.

5.1 Discussion of the Syntax
Intuitively, the Lock algorithm is meant to provide a ciphertextC for
the plaintext string S that, like traditional encryption, is e�ciently
decrypted by anyone holding the secret parameters sp. Unlike tra-
ditional encryption, Unlock does not take the secret parameters sp
as input. Therefore, we de�ne the locking algorithm to return the
locked container X , which locks (escrows) the secret parameters.
Our correctness condition demands that knowledge of honestly
generated C,X (and knowledge of the corresponding t and public
parameters pp) su�ces to recover the plaintext S . Our working
assumption is that t determines3 the number of computational steps
to unlock the secret parameters contained within X , and that one
cannot recover the plaintext directly from C faster than that.

Also unlike traditional encryption, Lock is required to return a
witnessT , which is used by A�est (when access to data is requested
by an appropriate authority) to provide quick veri�cation, the exact
nature of which depends on the speci�c levels and forms necessary
for a particular domain (e.g., one can reasonably expect that the
storage of forced-retention data will be handled di�erently, and
have di�erent requirements, for a one lawyer law �rm and a large
multinational organization). Our A�est abstraction is intended to
capture mechanisms that provide honest parties who are going
to run Unlock with evidence that supports the assumption that
the work will yield the correct data. The correctness condition
already provides that Unlock should reveal what was hidden via
Lock. Checking this, however, takes a long time. A�est quickly
allows such parties to feel that the commitment was built faithfully.

As the intention of A�est is to provide, without the need for
completing the lengthy unlock of the container, whatever veri�-
cation is deemed appropriate, it cannot be precisely de�ned until
those requirements have been determined. In our base scheme, a
3In our realization of a Dragchute system, the number of computational steps required
to unlock the secret is 2t .



successful output from A�est (i.e., return value 1) provides veri�-
cation, via a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof (a component
of witness T ) that the container X has been correctly constructed,
(equivalently, that the correctness condition on Lock,Unlock holds),
that X corresponds to ciphertext C , and that neither X , T , nor C
have been partially altered in place. In our scheme extended to
protect against the injection (by an unauthorized party) of data, the
successful return of A�est assures in addition that X , C , and T are
genuine. Finally, in our scheme extended via a zkSNARK, A�est
additionally quickly veri�es that the preimage of a committed hash
value is the (traditional) key necessary to decrypt C . This latter
does not prove that the key itself is contained inX . It does, however,
eliminate the potential for a committer to argue, upon an execu-
tion of Unlock that fails to produce the necessary key(s), that the
wrong keys were accidentally placed in the container. In short, in
the full scheme, if A�est(pp, t ,X ,T ,C ) returns 1, all parties should
be convinced that X has been faithfully and correctly constructed:
it is “well formed” (Unlock will succeed in revealing what has been
committed), it corresponds to a non-fraudulent ciphertextC , it con-
tains the key that decrypts C , and any attempt to change what has
been committed, prior to completion of Unlock, will be detected.

6 REALIZING DRAGCHUTE
Now that we have introduced our core primitive, we explain how
to instantiate it. We make use of standard cryptographic primitives
(e.g., AEAD schemes, signature schemes, hash functions), as well
as modi�ed versions of timed-commitment scheme and NIZKP.

6.1 Dragchute Timed-Commitment Scheme
As timed-commitment schemes are somewhat outside of the main-
stream of cryptography, we give a brief review of them before
moving on to our system realization. A timed-commitment scheme
is a four-tuple of algorithms CS = (Csgen,Commit,Open, Fopen).
The randomized commitment-key generator, Csgen takes as input
a security parameter and returns a commitment key ck; we write
ck $ Csgen(1k ). The randomized commitment algorithm Commit
takes the key ck, a vector of strings S = (S1, S2, . . . , Sm ), and
a vector of integer time parameters T = (t1, t2, . . . , tm ). It re-
turns a commitment-decommitment pair, and we write (� ,� ) $

Commitck (S,T ) for this operation. The deterministic opening al-
gorithm Open takes as input T , an integer i 2 [|T |], � , and � , and
outputs the string Si in return. (Our scheme does not actually make
use of this algorithm, as described below.) The deterministic forced-
opening algorithm Fopen takes as input T , an integer i 2 [|T |],
and � , and outputs Si in return. We write Si  Fopen(T , i,� ) for
this.

For correctness we require that for all security parameters k ,
all ck, all S,T such that |S| = |T |, and all i 2 [|T |], when
(� ,� ) $ Commitck (S,T ), we have

Fopen(T , i,� ) = Open(T , i,� ,� ) = Si

with probability 1 over the coins of Commit.
We have de�ned timed-commitments to allow for vector-valued

inputs S,T to support our ultimate constructions. However, when
we talk about single-element S,T we will replace them with S, t

to signal this, and to better align with previous work on timed-
commitments. We will also dispense with the integer index i pro-
vided to Open and Fopen.

Loosely speaking, if the party committing to S refuses to de-
commit, the forced-opening algorithm provides a way to reveal
each Si within a number of computational steps that is a speci�ed
function of ti . Normally the committing party keeps � secret until
it is requested, and knowledge of � allows for Open(T , i,� ,� ) to
be e�cient. In our setting, we cannot assume any secrets; thus � will
be discarded, and all openings will be forced openings.

Our timed-commitment scheme is an adaptation of one pro-
posed by Boneh and Naor (BN) [14], which makes use of sequential
squaring, a process long believed to be robust against parallelized
attacks. The method, �rst introduced by Rivest, Shamir, andWagner
(RSW) [61] to achieve time-locked encryption, works as follows. Let
p,q be large primes, set N = pq, and sample � $ Z⇤N \ {1}. Let t be
an appropriately chosen time parameter, and let u = �22

t
mod N .

Note that though t may be large, given p and q one can quickly
compute u, by �rst computing e = 22t mod � (N ), where � denotes
Euler’s totient function, followed by u = �e mod N . Moreover,
if one discards p,q (and assuming that it is computationally in-
feasible to compute � (N )) it is believed that the most e�cient
method to recompute u is by computing the successive squares
�2,�4,�8, . . . ,�2

2t (all quantities modulo N ). This process requires
2t squarings, which may require hours, weeks, or months, depend-
ing on the value of t . The quantityu can be used for (say) encryption
of a value X by returning the ciphertext h(�, t ,N ), (X +u) mod N i.

In our case, as in the Boneh-Naor timed-commitment scheme, the
value u serves as the anchor for a Blum-Blum-Shub (BBS) pseudo-
random sequence [13]. Commitments require XORing with the tail
end of such a sequence. Secrecy and integrity of the commitment
are guaranteed by the properties of quadratic residues in appro-
priate groups — secrecy due to the di�culty of computing square
roots, integrity due to speci�c uniqueness properties associated
with square roots of quadratic residues.

The Boneh-Naor scheme consists of a commit mechanism to-
gether with a zero-knowledge proof that veri�es the construction
of the commit. Neither su�ces in our setting because each requires
that secrets be retained. Their zero-knowledge proof, for example,
requires that the prover retain the order of the element � that serves
as the base for the sequential squaring operation, which in turn gen-
erates the bits in the BBS blinding sequence. Unfortunately, ord(�)
is a trapdoor, as for any natural number x , and any RSA modulus N ,
�x mod N = �(x mod ord(�)) mod N . Thus an adversary possess-
ing ord(�) can unlock the committed string without completing
the required sequential squarings. Additionally problematic in the
current setting is that their associated zero-knowledge proof is
interactive.

Our scheme, though based on Boneh-Naor’s Commit operation,
lets us discard all cryptographically sensitive material and eliminate
interaction.

The Construction. Let K be a message to be committed (e.g., a
cryptographic key or concatenation of multiple such cryptographi-
cally private parameters).



As stated earlier, a timed-commitment scheme consists of four
algorithms: Csgen, Commit, Open, and Fopen. In our method, in-
vocation of Csgen(1k ) results in the generation of the commit key
ck as follows. Choose N = pq, the product of k-bit strong primes
p and q, such that p = 2p̂ + 1 and q = 2q̂ + 1, where p̂ and q̂ are
themselves prime. An immediate consequence is that both p and
q are Blum primes (e.g., equivalent to 3 mod 4). Pseudorandomly
choose h 2 Z⇤N \ {1}, and de�ne � 2 Z⇤N by � = h2k . This operation
has the e�ect of guaranteeing that 2 is not a factor of ord(�) (a non-
trivial, but relatively straightforward argument in group theory
demonstrates this). A consequence is that ord(�) must divide p̂q̂,
because ord(�) must divide |Z⇤N | = � (N ) = 22p̂q̂. Since ord(�) can
not be 1, this leaves only p̂, q̂, and p̂q̂ as possibilities, guaranteeing
that ord(�) is large. Csgen returns the commit key ck = (N ,�).

On invocation of Commitck (K , t ), the values � and N are used
to generate a BBS pseudorandom sequence. Speci�cally, let u =
�2

2t , and de�ne the sequence B by Bi = lsb(�2i mod N ), for i =
0, 1, . . . , 2t . That is, B is the sequence of parity bits generated by
successively squaring �. Finally, assume that the message K has
length j, with bits indexed from 1 to j, and de�ne the string M
of length j by Mi = Ki � B2t�i . Note that the order in which the
quadratic residues are used is opposite of the order in which they
appear in the sequence of successive squares. That is, K1 is XORed
with the least signi�cant bit of a square root of u. The next bit K2
is XORed with a square root of the square root of u, and so on.

This process, starting at u and taking successive square roots,
turns out to be well de�ned. Stated another way, it is clear that
given the base� and parameter t , the sequence of successive squares
is uniquely determined and will end at u. But the blinding sequence
is uniquely determined as well by the value u, despite the fact that
quadratic residues in Z⇤N can have multiple square roots. For the
product of two Blum primes N , every quadratic residue in Z⇤N has
four square roots, exactly one of which is itself a quadratic residue
(see, e.g., Katz and Lindell [45]). Since by de�nition every element
in our sequence is a quadratic residue, this means that starting at u
and taking successive square roots (that are themselves quadratic
residues) is awell-de�ned process that will create the same sequence
that would result from starting at � and successively squaring. As a
result, given the value u, the bits that make up the blinding string
B are uniquely determined.

What makes this commit method attractive is that for the com-
mitter who knows p and q, the string M is easily created — one
�nds B2t�j by �rst computing e = 22t�j mod � (N ), then comput-
ing B2t�j = �e mod N . FinishingM from this point requires only j
successive squares. Alternatively, one could start at u and compute
square roots using any algorithm that exists for computing square
roots modulo N when the factorization of N is known. On the other
hand, lacking p and q, the only practical means of computing B is
by completing the required successive squares starting from �. In
particular, a result of Rabin [58] asserts that lacking the factoriza-
tion of N , �nding square roots of elements of QRN , the subgroup
quadratic residues in Z⇤N , is at least as di�cult as factoring.

Commit ends by returning (� ,� ), where � = (N ,�, t ,M ) and
� = (p,q). The method is easily extended in the natural way to the
general situation (Commitck (S,T )) involving vectors of messages
and their corresponding time parameters, in which case � has the

form � = (N ,�,T ,M) for vectors T of time parameters andM of
blinded strings.

Though we do not use algorithm Open in our system (and in
fact discard � once the Lock algorithm returns), its construction is
straightforward: given t ,� , and � , one can easily and quickly extract
message K . Algorithm Fopen is also straightforward, though not
nearly as quick: given t and� , the quickest path to unlockingK is by
computing the successive squares necessary to learn the blinding
string B.

6.2 Dragchute Base NIZKP
In addition to theCommit scheme above, our baseDragchute scheme
includes a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof (NIZKP) that demon-
strates to a veri�er that the Commit process has been properly
executed. Speci�cally, the proof veri�es thatu has been constructed
according to the required method, e�ectively binding the committer
to whatever is revealed when the commit is opened, and providing
the veri�er with assurance that completing the required compute
task will unlock the commitment. Our proof modi�es the Boneh-
Naor ZKP (itself a variant of a classic ZKP of Chaum and Pedersen
[21]) such that no cryptographically sensitive material need be
retained and interaction is eliminated. For the latter, we employ
the Fiat and Shamir [32] method for removing interaction from a
ZKP, and point the reader to that work for proof that the resulting
NIZKP retains the zero-knowledge properties of the original. The
remainder of this section describes the resulting NIZKP.

Zero-knowledge proofs involve a prover and a veri�er, executing
algorithms Prv and Vfy respectively. The prover in the present
context is the party that is encrypting and committing data via the
method described above (that is, has computed u = �2

2t quickly
using their knowledge of p and q), while the veri�er is the party
that wishes to access the committed data. The purpose of this proof
is to assure the veri�er that the value of u has been constructed
properly (as that uniquely determines the BBS blinding sequence).
Our NIZKP is produced during the Dragchute Lock operation, so
algorithms Prv and Vfy potentially have access to cryptographically
sensitive information (container sp) that is later discarded. The
proof, however, is simulating the associated interactive proof, in
which there is an asymmetry between the prover and the veri�er.
We thus require that algorithm Vfy not have access to any private
cryptographic information that is to be subsequently discarded. In
particular, the inputs to Prv are � , � (i.e., p and q), a (public) security
parameter R, and ord(�). Inputs to Vfy are� and R. In addition, both
algorithms have access to a random oracle � , which for purposes
of simplicity of exposition, accepts binary strings as inputs, and
always outputs values of the appropriate size or range for their
stated purpose.

As in the previous sections, all arithmetic in the following is
understood to be done modulo N , unless speci�ed. The proof con-
structed by the prover begins as an empty string � . Construction of
the proof begins with algorithm Prv computing the vector

W =

*
�2,�4,�16,�256, . . . ,�2

2i
, . . . ,�2

2(t�1)
,�2

2t
+
,

which is then appended to � . Since Prv knows p and q, the t + 1
component values ofW can be computed quickly. For brevity, let us
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Figure 3: In addition to the encryption of a string, the Lock
function also provides a time locked container, which re-
quires sequential computationalwork in order to extract the
secret parameters, and awitness that veri�es the contents of
the locked container.

writeW = hb0,b1, . . . ,bt i, where each bi = �2
2i . For i = 1, 2, . . . , t ,

the prover intends to prove to the veri�er that each triple4 of the
form (�,bi�1,bi ) has the form (�,�x ,�x

2
) for some x .

The proof,5 which simultaneously proves the relation for all t of
the (�,bi�1,bi ) tuples requires multiple rounds each consisting of
the following four steps.

Step 1: Prv queries � in order to generate t values, �1,�2, . . . ,�t 2
Zord(�) . Prv then computes zi = ��i andwi = b

�i
i�1 for i = 1, 2, . . . t ,

and appends all pairs hzi ,wi iki=1, in order, to � .

Step 2: Prv uses � to generate t integer values c1, c2, . . . , ct , each in
[0,R], as follows. First, vectorW , along with all of the zi andwi is
input to � . The �rst t log(R) bits of � (W , z1,w1, z2,w2, . . . , zt ,wt ),
broken into t-bit chunks, then specify, in order, the ci . Prv appends
the ci values to the proof � . Prv then computes �i = ci · 22

i�1
+

�i ( mod ord(�)), for all i = 1, . . . , t , and appends these as well to � .

Step 3: Prv stores � , for later transmission to Vfy, if necessary.

Step 4: Vfy, upon receipt of � , usesW , the zi , and thewi to generate
(and verify the values of) ci and check that for all i = 1, . . . t ,

��ib�cii�1 = zi and b
�i
i�1b

�ci
i = wi (1)

4In the typical language used in much of the zero-knowledge proof literature, one
is proving that (�, �x , �x , �x

2
) is a discrete Di�e-Hellman tuple (DDH-tuple) - by

de�nition a tuple of the form (�, h, A, B ), where A = �x and B = hx for some
unknown exponent x .
5We note that publicizingW has a minor e�ect on choosing the t value for a desired
lock time. We will explain such e�ect in Section 7.2.

Vfy returns 1 (accept) if each of these relations holds, and 0 (reject)
if any of the relations fails.

This process is repeated for a number of iterations dependent
on the desired level of security. Boneh and Naor prove that their
zero-knowledge protocol is such that in a single round, Prv can
fool Vfy into accepting an incorrectly formedW with probability
at most

t ·
"

1
min(p̂, q̂,R)

+ o
✓ 1
R

◆#
.

Thus larger R values result in greater assurance per round, at the
cost of potentially higher round computation costs due to larger ci
values. We also note that security parameter R strictly deals with
the probability of accepting a fraudulent proof and not the privacy
of the proof itself.

6.3 Construction of Our Base Dragchute
Escrow Scheme

Given the core timed-commitment primitive and NIZKP described
above, we now provide a description of our base Dragchute scheme.
Let� = (K , E,D) be a traditional authenticated encryption scheme
with IV-space V , and let DS = (Dsgen, Sign,Versig) be a digital
signature scheme. Let CS = (Csgen,Commit,Open, Fopen) be our
timed-commitment scheme. LetH : {0, 1}⇤ ! {0, 1}` be a hash func-
tion for some �xed ` > 0 and R > 0 be a security parameter. Finally,
let K 0 be an auxiliary (salt) key space consisting of keys of length
`0.

Given these cryptographic primitives we build the operations
Generate, Lock, Unlock, and A�est as follows.

Generate. We de�ne Generate(1k ) to run (pk, sk) $ Dsgen(1k )6,
ck $ Csgen(1k ), andK  $K ; sample an IVV  $V , runK 0  $K 0,
and return pp  (pk, ck,V ), sp  (K ,K 0, sk).

Lock. The locking algorithm Lock(pp, sp, S, t ) �rst computes C  
EVK (S ), the encryption of S under key K and initialization vector
V . Next, it runs (� ,� ) $ Commitck ((K ,K 0 | |H (K 0 | |C )), (t , dlog(`0+
`)e)) (here S = (K ,K 0 | |H (K 0 | |C )) and T = (t , dlog(`0 + `)e =
dlog( |K 0 | |H (K 0 | |C ) |)e7). It then computes signature�1  Signsk (H (� ))
and sets X  (� ,�1). Finally, it builds the NIZKP � for the commit-
ment � , and generates a signature �2  Signsk (H (h� ,� i)), where
h·i is some unambiguous encoding of its argument as a bitstring.
The algorithm assigns T  (� ,�2), and returns C,X ,T . We show a
diagram of this algorithm in Figure 3.

Unlock. Unlock(pp, t ,C,X ) �rst parses X into � and �1, and runs
the signature veri�cation algorithm Versigpk (H (� ),�1); if this fails
then Unlock returns ?. Otherwise, it runs sp  Fopen(T , 1,� ), re-
coveringK . It then decrypts S  DV

K (C ). If decryption fails,Unlock
returns ?; else it returns S . We show a diagram of this algorithm in
Figure 4.

6We note that the public-private key pair generated here must be a session key
pair, rather than a long term key pair, as the private key sk is discarded during the
Dragchute process.
7Recall that time parameter t corresponds to 2t sequential squarings. Thus the value
of t required to generate at least `0+ ` blinding bits is the least t such that 2t � `0+ `,
from which the log expression follows.
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A�est. In our base scheme,A�est(pp, t ,X ,T ,C ) �rst parsesX into�
and �1, andT into � and �2. If either veri�cation Versigpk (H (� ),�1)
or Versigpk (H (� ),�2) fails, then A�est returns 0. Next, A�est runs
U | |V  Fopen(T , 2,� ), where |U | = `0 and |V | = `, and tests
whether V = H (U | |C ). If the test fails, then A�est returns 0. Oth-
erwise, it runs the NIZKP veri�er Vfy(� ,� ). If this fails then A�est
returns 0; otherwise it returns 1. We show a diagram of this algo-
rithm in Figure 5.

We note that, although not explicitly stated as part of the con-
struction, it is intended that the secret parameters sp and the de-
commitment � are securely destroyed after the locking algorithm
is run. This is implicit in the fact that neither Unlock nor A�est use
these quantities.

6.4 Extensions to the Base Scheme
Up to this point, we have presented the base Dragchute system.
While it provides su�cient protection in some contexts, the base
scheme does not protect against an active adversary who actively
replaces data and then protects that data using Dragchute (e.g.,
replacing tax returns with fraudulent ones). Nor does it provide any
guarantee that the escrowed material (locked container) contains
the key that decrypts the corresponding ciphertext. We discuss
here extensions that provide provenance veri�cation in the �rst
scenario and succinct non-interactive veri�cation in the second.
The extensions presented here are orthogonal in that they can be
used either by themselves or in tandem or as context may require.

Provenance Veri�cation. If an adversary is able to create fraudu-
lent data and protect it via Dragchute, the base version of A�estwill
show that the (fraudulent) container has been correctly constructed
and that it corresponds to the (fraudulent) ciphertext. It will thus
prove to a third party that completing the required computational
puzzle will ultimately unlock the desired data. The honest commit-
ter, however, may not be aware of such replacement until after the
veri�er has spent the time to perform Unlock. If at this point the
veri�er concludes that the unlocked data is fraudulent, the success
of A�est points to obstruction by the unaware honest committer.
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Figure 5: A�est is able to verify that NIZKP is well formed,
and that the commitment � matches the ciphertext. This in-
formation ensures the veri�er that if they complete the re-
quired computation, they will be able to retrieve the locked
secret parameters. In addition, the veri�ed binding with the
ciphertext allows � to serve as evidence of fraud should the
commit fail to contain the key(s) that decrypt ciphertext C.

Potentially worse is the possibility that the fraud is not detected,
in which case the authority unknowingly acquires fraudulent data.
The underlying issue is the result of not being able to verify the
identity of who encrypted the data.

In order to prevent this, Dragchute can be extended to include
provenance veri�cation by making use of a trusted certi�cate au-
thority (CA). Since the base Dragchute system already uses a public
key pair pk, sk , a CA can simply sign a certi�cate certde for those
values. The honest committer can then tie his/her identity to any
Dragchute instantiation by creating a separate certi�cate in each
encryption. More concretely, for every Dragchute instantiation,
Generate will now compute the certi�cate certde on the public key
pair generated. Lock, as before, creates ciphertext C , container X
and witness T , but now additionally includes the signature � =
si�nsk (H (X | |C | |T | |certde )). Output of Lock, when modi�ed by this
extension, becomes X , C, T , certde , � . As with the base scheme,
all secret values are discarded. Computing the signature with certde
as a parameter allows us to bind the certi�cate (and therefore the
certi�cate chain) to all other outputs from the Lock function. As
certde can only be created with a signature from the CA and the CA
checks the identity of the honest committer, verifying the signature
ties the Dragchute instance to the honest committer.

To match the changes made to Lock, A�est is extended to receive
two new inputs: certde and � . In addition to the checks required
in the base scheme, the veri�er now also attests to the identity the
creator of the Dragchute instantiation. To do so, she must �rst vali-
date the signature � by recomputing the hash H (X | |C | |T | |certde )
and using the public key pk found in certde . If validation succeeds,
she then validates the certi�cate chain of certde . If the certi�cate
chain validates successfully, the veri�er should be convinced of
the identity of the honest committer. As before, if any step in the
attestation process fails, A�est returns ?.



Succinct Non-interactive Veri�cation. While our base system is
able to link the ciphertext C , escrow container X , and witness T , it
does not prove to the veri�er that X hides the key that will decrypt
C . Having such proof would immediately lock an honest commit-
ter to the output of Unlock, essentially preventing the committer
from providing false information to the veri�er, whether acciden-
tal or intentional. Unfortunately, in the absence of any trap-door
information (i.e., the factors p and q of N ), the decision problem
“does the locked container contain the correct decryption key?”
is not likely NP, since Unlock requires exponential time (under
the assumption that the quickest path to open the container is by
completing the sequential puzzle). The decision problem “Is the
preimage of this hash the key that decrypts this ciphertext?”, how-
ever, is NP, and moreover, zk-SNARKs have been implemented for
proving just this statement (see, e.g., [15, 16]). Campanelli et al., [16]
speci�cally shows that trustless (i.e., no trust needed during setup)
zero-knowledge proof is possible that can verify that a published
value Y and ciphertextC are such that the preimage of Y is the key
K (i.e., SHA256(K ) = Y ) that decryptsC . However, their constraints
are not the same as ours. Speci�cally, since the honest committer
will not know who the veri�er is ahead of time, and the veri�er
does not necessarily trust the committer, the required proof in the
current context must be both trustless and non-interactive. To that
end, recent work by Ames et. al. [6] shows how zero-knowledge
succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge (zk-SNARK) that
are both trustless and non-interactive can be created. We point the
reader to their paper for the speci�cs on the construction of such
proofs.

To extend the Dragchute system for this type of veri�cation,
Lock needs to compute a witness Tpre on the public value Y using
the Ames construction. The hash Y is then appended to the string
vector S (de�ned in Section 6.1) along with a small time value t
(appended to T ) that determines where in the BBS sequence Y is
encoded. Doing so e�ectively commits the value Y , but does so
with a quick unlock time. Lock then outputs Tpre in addition to
all previous variables. Extending A�est to verify the zk-SNARK
requires only the additional input of the new witness Tpre . When
run, A�est can then quickly verify the zk-SNARK by extracting
Y from the BBS string (using t ) and then validating that Tpre is a
witness to the decode valued.

7 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND
PERFORMANCE

We now provide implementation details of the base Dragchute
system, and evaluate its performance. We focus exclusively on
the base scheme rather than providing �gures for four di�erent
con�gurations (base alone, base with provenance extension, etc)
because the costs of the extensions are negligible compared to the
costs of the base Dragchute operations.

7.1 System Implementation
We now explain how our prototype implements theGenerate, Lock,
Unlock, and A�est functions.

Generate: This primitive creates the public and private parameters,
pp and sp, used by the other primitives. Generate �rst generates

2048 bit RSA modulus N = pq, the product of strong primes p
and q, the primes generated8 using a technique of Williams and
Schmid [76]. Element � 2 Z⇤N \ {1} is then generated following
the method described in Section 6.1. Together, these form commit
key ck = (N ,�). Next, one 128-bit symmetric key (K1 – used for
encryption), two 256-bit symmetric keys (K2,K3 – used for HMAC),
a 1024-bit salt (K 0), and an RSA 2048 public key pair (Kpu ,Kpr
– used for a digital signature) are generated, and all keys but Kpu
are placed inside container sp. Finally, the algorithm generates
initialization vector V , and places V , ck, and Kpu in container pp,
and outputs pp and sp.

Lock: Lock takes as input pp and sp, �le S (to be encrypted), and
time parameter t , and outputs ciphertext C , a commitment X , and
a witness T (containing the NIZKP). To obtain C , �rst S is en-
crypted using AES-CTR-128 with key K1 and initialization vector
V to obtain intermediate ciphertext C̃ . Lock then computes tag
T̃ = HMAC-SHA-256(K2, h“TAG”i| |C̃ ), where h�i means an un-
ambiguous binary representation of the enclosed object �, and
truncates the result to 128 bits. The algorithm then creates cipher-
text C = C̃ | | T̃ . Thus, we instantiate an “encrypt-then-MAC” style
authenticated encryption scheme [10, 52].

In order to generate X , containers � and � must be computed.
Toward this end, Lock uses the values N , p, q, � and t to calculate
ord(�) and to quickly calculateu, following the method discussed in
Section 6.1. Then ord(�) is used to quickly compute the BBS commit
sequence B. Lock then hashes K 0 | |C via SHA-256, and sets M 0 to
K3 | |K 0 | |SHA-256(K 0 | |C ). The stringM is then formed by XORing
K = K1 | |K2 with the tail end of B, and M 0 with the front end of
B (in the language of Section 6.1, S1 = K , S2 = M 0, t1 = t , and
t2 = 11, since we require 211 bits to represent stringM 0, which is
256 + 1024 + 256 = 1536 bits long). Containers � and � are then
set to (N ,�,u,M ) and (p,q) respectively. Next, digital signature �1
is generated by �rst hashing � via SHA-256, and then signing the
hash using Kpr . Finally, X is set to X = � | | �1.

Witness T is derived as follows. First, security parameter R is
set to 264. Then Lock generates the vectorW (as described in Sec-
tion 6.2) and appends this to proof string � .

Next, for i = 1, . . . , t , �i is set to

�i = HMAC-SHA-256(K3, hALPHAi| |hii) mod (ord(�)).

Lock then computes the zi andwi values as discussed in Section 6.2.
The (zi ,wi ) pairs are then appended to � .

The ci are then generated as follows. First, Lock computes the
string � = hW i| |hz1i| |hw1i| |hz2i| |hw2i| | . . . | |hzt i| |hwt i. Then Lock
generates the (256dt/4e)-bit string resulting from the concatena-
tion of HMAC-SHA-256(K3, h1i| |�) through HMAC-SHA-256(K3,
hdt/4ei| |�), from which the ci are created (in order) by selecting
consecutive 64 bit chunks. Lock then uses the ci to compute the �i

8Generate performance can be improved by precomputing primes. This is reasonable,
so long as any prime used in the Lock operation is immediately removed from the
collection and securely deleted. Though keeping such primes might seem to violate
the requirement that no cryptographically sensitive information be retained, such a
list provides no advantage to attackers attempting to obtain currently existing �les
that might subsequently be protected by Dragchute, ostensibly because they already
have access to these �les. We note, however, that should a breach be detected, all
currently precomputed primes must be discarded, in order to prevent the adversary
from potentially gaining access to �les created and protected by the system in the
future.



values. Both ci and �i are appended to � . Finally, digital signature
�2 is generated by signing the SHA-256 hash of � under the key
Kpr . The �nal witness T is set to T = � | | �2.

At this point the secret keys K1, K2, and Kpr , along with � are
securely deleted, and values C,X , and T are output.

Earlier, in Figure 3, we showed that sp and pp are used indepen-
dently to create the ciphertext C and both the locked container X
and witness T . Since the �le encryption and the creation of the
locked container/witness are independent processes, they can be
executed in parallel. Thus Lock can perform the calculations needed
for key escrow at the same time as the encryption of the �le. As a
result, as �le sizes grow, the time required to apply Lock to a �le is
dominated by the time for (traditional) encryption, instead of the
time required to apply Dragchute-speci�c primitives. In addition to
this internal parallelization, multiple instantiations of Lock can run
simultaneously in order to encrypt �les in parallel 9. We further
discuss performance as a function of �le size in Section 7.2.

Unlock: Unlock accepts pp, t , C , and X as inputs. Next pp is un-
packed, revealing Kpu and V , and X is parsed to obtain � and �1.
Unlock then checks signature �1 using Kpu . If the signature passes,
� is parsed to obtain secretM , along with all parameters required
to calculate the BBS sequence B. As ord (�) is no longer available,
Unlock must calculate sequential squares to learn the blinding se-
quence B and decode the secret K ; a time consuming process. Once
completed, the decoding process returnsK1, andK2.K2 is then used
to check that HMAC-SHA-256(K2, hTAGi| |C̃ ), truncated to 128 bits,
matches T̃ . If it succeeds, the algorithm decrypts C̃ using K1 and V ,
and outputs plaintext �le S . If the check fails, Unlock returns ?.

A�est: A�est accepts inputs pp, t , X , T , and C . The algorithm �rst
unpacks Kpu from pp, then parses X andT to obtain � and � , along
with signatures �1 and �2. Kpu is then used to check whether the
signed hashes of � and � match the corresponding signatures. If
both checks pass, A�est unpacks � and quickly unlocks K3, K 0, and
SHA-256(K 0 | |C ) from the stringM contained in � . A�est then uses
K 0 andC to compute SHA-256(K 0 | |C ) and verify that it matches the
value that was unlocked fromM . If the test passes, A�est unpacks
the values contained in � , and usesW , zi ,wi , and K3 to recompute
ci , and checks that these values match the ci values contained in
� . Finally, A�est checks that the bi (components ofW ), ci , zi , wi ,
�i , and �, satisfy equation (1). If this check passes, A�est returns 1.
Otherwise A�est returns 0.

7.2 Performance Evaluation
We tested our prototype on a 40 core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630
v4 2.20GHz server with 128 GB of memory. Implementation code
was built using Java openjdk 1.8, which provides JIT compilation
to all programs by default. We used Bouncy Castle as our standard
cryptographic library.

All required strong prime numbers were precomputed prior to
runtime using Java’s Secure Random generator. Though there is
considerable �exibility when choosing the size of the primes, we
chose 1024-bit primes as these provide the best performance while
still maintaining a su�cient level of security. Further discussion of
our choice of prime size is contained in Appendix A.
9Each instantiation would need its own public and secret parameters.
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Figure 6: Files locked with Dragchute require exponential
time to unlock the content.
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Figure 7: The Lock function is able to encrypt a �le and as-
sure con�dentiality for a user de�ned time by providing a
locked container. It also provides a NIZKP witness that can
be used to verify if the container is formed correctly.

We measured 10 runs per tested t value, averaging the outputs
corresponding to each. Because there is no shortcut for computing
Unlock, the tests required signi�cant computing resources and time.
Speci�cally, in order to ensure that results were representative, a
total of 686 days of computational time was required for the analysis.

We now consider the performance of each of the four Dragchute
operations. The graphs for the three primitives, Lock, A�est, and
Unlock that depend on parameter t do not display error bars because
the standard deviations of all measured quantities were between
one and two magnitudes smaller than the mean.

Generate. This function is responsible for the generation of strong
primes, symmetric keys and public parameters. The average total
time for this set of operations was 35.95 seconds, with standard
deviation � = 1 sec. On average, 97.2% of this time was spent
�nding strong primes. Fortunately, the search for strong primes is
parallelizable and readily pre-computable, so that an administrator
can create many such values prior to use. Since this function does
not depend on t , its performance is relatively constant.

We note that traditionally, cryptosystems run theGenerate func-
tion once, generating a set of “master keys”. With our system, how-
ever, Generate is run on a per-use basis. There are two reasons
for this. First, as implemented, running Generate only once can
result in unsafe initialization vector reuse. Worse, using the same �



Figure 8: The overhead percentage increase of Dragchute vs
authenticated encryption decreases as �le size increases, be-
coming negligible (less than 6%) for �les larger than 2.5 MB.

multiple times can result in intersection attacks, as the same pseu-
dorandom BBS sequence could be generated for multiple commits.

Unlock. For this and the remaining functions, we characterize per-
formance via regression analysis and present our results in an
appropriate regression model (i.e., � =mx + b or � = ABx , where
x = t ) with corresponding coe�cient of determination (r2) values.

As shown in Figure 6, for practical t values,Unlock is exponential
in nature, so we use an AB-exponential (i.e., � = ABx ) regression
test to model its performance over this practical range. Speci�cally,
for very small values of t , the costs of running the underlying
algorithms (e.g., memory allocation operations) dominate, making
these small values poor indicators of what can be expected in a real
deployment. For values of t greater than 10 (t values less than 10
require under a second to unlock), the performance of Unlock is
well modeled by the curve� = 2.316 ·10�5 ·1.992x , with r2 = 0.9998.
A practical result from our experiments shows that if a Dragchute
system requires one month of Unlock time, the corresponding t
value to be used would be 37. Additionally, given the extremely
good �t from our model, we can accurately and con�dently predict
performance for larger t values, without the necessity of performing
additional experiments that would require months.

Lock. Figure 7 shows the performance of Lock as a function of t .
The primitive requires between 0.19 (� = 0.03) and 1.88 (� = 0.14)
seconds for values of t from 1 to 37, and is best modeled by the curve
� = 0.051x + 0.018, with r2 = 0.996. Accordingly, we can calculate
that the costs for even larger values of t will be relatively low. We
note that the time required for Lock to complete is dominated by
the time needed to calculate the NIZKP. Like the Unlock function,
values less than t = 10 are poor indicators of performance. As such,
generating the NIZKP takes 74%, at t = 10, to 92%, at t = 37, of the
total Lock time. This is expected as each increment of t adds a new
round of calculations needed for the NIZKP.

As mentioned in Section 7.1, �le encryption and the generation
of a locked container/witness can be executed simultaneously. In
Figure 8, we measure the performance of Lockwith t �xed at t = 37
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Figure 9: Verifying the NIZKP provided by Dragchute can be
done quickly. This veri�cationwill prove that the ciphertext
matches with the commitment container and that if some-
one is willing to put the computational time, they will reach
the secret parameters at the end.

(approximately one month of Unlock time) and varying �le sizes.
The graph shows that Lock overhead is negligible (less than a 6%
increase) over regular AEAD. While the overhead for smaller �les
is relatively large, �le sizes greater than 2.5 MB are only e�ected by
the extra hashes on the ciphertext needed for attesting purposes. It
is because of these hashes that Dragchute requires slightly more
time than authenticated encryption.

Given the experimental results for both the Lock and Unlock
functions, we can see that for one month of unlocking time, locking
a �le would take approximately 2 seconds. Additionally, since both
models have a high coe�cient of determination, larger values for
locking and unlocking may be extrapolated using these models.
Because the data being protected by Dragchute is very unlikely
to be required during the period during which it is locked, Lock
cost represents a reasonable overhead, especially for a process that
might be running in the background.

A�est. Figure 9 shows the performance of the A�est function,
which is modeled well by the curve � = 0.049x � 0.06, with r2 =
0.995 for t values between 1 and 37. As with Lock, A�est grows
slowly with increasing t . This is to be expected, as incrementing t
has the e�ect of requiring just a handful of additional calculations
to the primitive.

Implementation Consideration. As mentioned in Section 6.2, publi-
cizing vectorW has an e�ect on the choice of t value appropriate for
a desired unlock time. Any party running Unlock will be given the
exact half way point of computation required by the BBS sequence
by looking at the next to last component of vectorW . Because
Unlock time doubles for every increment of t , an implementation
of a Dragchute system needs to use t +1 to reach the desired unlock
time.
We discuss other application speci�c considerations in Appendix B.

8 DATA RETENTION LAWS
In the United States, data retention laws a�ect data collected in
the processing of corporate audits, telecommunications, credit and
mortgage applications, credit records, employment records and ap-
plications, and banking, among others. Perhaps the most in�uential
of these laws is the Sarbanes-Oxley act [2]. Drafted in the wake of
the Enron and Worldcom scandals, Sarbanes-Oxley Section 802 re-
quires that audit data pertaining to publicly traded companies must
be retained for a period of �ve years. The act speci�cally charged



the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) with promulgating
the details as to what speci�c data must be retained, and for how
long. The SEC met this charge by adopting Rule 2-06 of Regula-
tion S-X [65]. Rule 2-06 mandates that among those records that
must be retained are “...records relevant to the audits or reviews
of... �nancial statements, including workpapers and other docu-
ments that form the basis of the audit or review, and memoranda,
correspondence, communications, other documents, and records
(including electronic records), which are created, sent or received
in connection with the audit or review, and contain conclusions,
opinions, analyses, or �nancial data related to the audit or review.”
The SEC extended the required retention time for this data to seven
years (two extra years) after the auditor concludes the audit.

Despite the seven year rule stated in the statute, several sources
suggest that data should be stored much longer. In particular, The
Federal Taxation Committee of the Massachusetts Society of Cer-
ti�ed Public Accountants [74] has published recommended guide-
lines for retention of accounting records corresponding to several
classes of data, including records from audits of corporate entities,
legal proceedings related records, human resource and payroll re-
lated records, and records associated with individuals. Under these
guidelines, several categories of records should be retained for 10
years, and more than 80 classes of records are recommended to be
retained in perpetuity. The latter include, among records pertaining
to individuals, tax returns, medical records, W2 forms, canceled
checks for purchase of major improvements and maintenance of
houses, wills, trust agreements, detailed lists of �nancial assets,
alimony, custody or prenuptial agreements, military papers, and
photos or videotapes of valuables. Among records pertaining to
corporations, classes recommended to be retained permanently
include all general correspondence, canceled dividend checks, cash
disbursement and receipt records.

In addition to data retention required by Sarbanes-Oxley, laws
such as the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) [4], the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) [3], HIPAA [1], and various individ-
ual state laws (e.g., California’s Peace O�cer Selection Requirement
Regulations [37]) also order the mandatory retention of data. The
HMDA requires that data records for home purchases and improve-
ments be retained for at least three years, some data for at least �ve
years. The ECOA requires that all written or recorded information
corresponding to a credit application be retained for 25 months
after the data at which the applicant is informed of the action taken
on the application. Furthermore, HIPAA requires the retention of
policies and procedure documentation for six years after creation
or their last e�ective date. Topping all of these, regarding length
of retention, the California Peace O�cer Selection Requirement
Regulations require that all information collected during the appli-
cation of background checks (which includes credit, employment,
criminal, and educational records, among others) be retained for a
minimum of two years for every applicant, and for as long as the
applicant remains employed if hired by the department.

8.1 Legal Aspects of Data Access Delay
That Dragchute protected data is temporarily inaccessible, even
for the parties that own it, is not legally problematic. In the United

States, procedures for producing (i.e., “turning over”) data in re-
sponse to a subpoena are speci�ed by Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure [31]. Rule 34 allows a period of 30 days to respond
to a request for data. The response typically initiates a period of
negotiation to determine when and in what form the data will be
produced, objections, etc. Production of data often occurs several
months after the initial request. Moreover, discovery rules do not
require companies to keep their data in any particular form, and
explicitly allow the production of data in the format in which it
is normally stored by the owning organization. An organization
cannot make their data more inaccessible once litigation is likely,
but an organization that uses Dragchute in the normal course of
business is within their right to produce data in that form [30].

Similarly, delayed access poses no di�culties with regard to
criminal procedures for the type of data under consideration here.
Certainly immediate data access is sometimes necessary for law
enforcement purposes, such as accessing current phone records
while tracking a fugitive. But protecting such data is not the ques-
tion we address in this paper. Rather, our method is intended to
protect historical information required to be stored for regulatory
purposes (e.g., receipts containing account information). One can
never be certain what data law enforcement will need or why they
will need it, and they can and do ask for such historical data, but
there is no reason to believe that they would ever need such data
“immediately” [19, 27].

Regarding the time duration during which data is inaccessible,
we envision forced-retention data being locked for at most one or
two months.10 Should our method be implemented in real-world
systems, it is likely that the legal system in relevant jurisdictionswill
decide both what classes of data can be protected via the method,
as well as the allowable time periods for which data can be locked.

9 CONCLUSION
Data breaches will continue to pose a serious threat to organizations
large and small. While many techniques already exist to attempt
to limit the damage caused by such events, these methods often
fail in practice because the secrets (e.g., cryptographic keys, data
shares, etc.) necessary to protect �les often end up themselves being
compromised as well. This situation is only made worse by the fact
that many �les simply can not be deleted due to regulation, poten-
tially further increasing a data owner’s liability. This paper uses
Dragchute systems to mitigate damage caused by data breaches.
We provide a construction that protects data for a predetermined
window of time even when all of its stored values become compro-
mised. Even still, we show the ability to verify that such protection
is in place, should the data be legally required, and demonstrated
that such a solution can be e�ciently deployed, by adding negli-
gible overhead to traditional encryption methods. In so doing, we
argue that Dragchute represents an important means of mitigating
the risks associated with the long-term storage of forced-retention
data.

10We note, however, that our method can be used to lock data for years. Moroever, we
can envision scenarios unrelated to forced-retention data (e.g., an author who wishes
to lock unpublished manuscripts until several years after her death) in which a party
might wish to lock data for such long periods.
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Figure 11: Strong primes with longer lengths have slower
time to complete for the Lock function.
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Figure 10: All prime lengths can achieve the overall goal of
time needed to unlock by varying the value of t .

A CHOOSING THE SIZE OF THE STRONG
PRIMES

In this appendix, we show the performance of the Dragchute Lock
operation based on the size of the prime numbers used. We used
strong primes of length 1024, 1516, and 2048 bits to measure the
time required to complete Lock and Unlock.

Figure 10 shows times for Unlock for varying prime sizes. As ex-
pected, Unlock grows exponentially for all tested prime sizes, with
the three curves almost identically shaped, but at slightly di�ering
magnitudes. Since a primary goal of Dragchute is to encrypt a �le
such that the unlock time is predictable, any choice of prime size
tested su�ces. Moreover, the same overall results can be achieved
with any reasonably sized prime, by varying time parameter t . For
example, locking a �le for about 2 minutes can be realized using
1024, 1516, or 2048 bit strong primes with t values of 23, 22, and 21
respectively.

Similarly, Figure 11 shows Lock times as a function of the size
of the underlying strong primes. Assuming a �le that needs to be
locked for at least two minutes, locking requires approximately
1, 2, and 6 seconds for primes of length 1024, 1516, and 2048 bits
respectively. We use 1024 bit strong primes in our prototype im-
plementation, and in our analysis throughout the paper, since this
o�ers the best performance while still providing a su�cient level
of security.

B APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
Extending Data-Access Latency. The value of data is likely to

decrease as it ages. For instance, the relevance of user’s tax return
from last year is higher than those from three years ago. Accord-
ingly, the need to access such data quickly may further degrade
with time.

This changing relevance of data can easily be accommodated
by a Dragchute system. Naïvely, the administrator could simply
unlock the protected data and then perform the lock function on
it again with the newly desired value of t . This approach unnec-
essarily forces the administrator to spend the needless e�ort to
unlock (and potentially expose) the data. Instead, we propose that
the administrator simply lock the current ciphertext C with new
parameters such that the summation of unlock times for the two
layers is equal to the newly desired access delay period.

The above approach is su�cient as long as it is not deemed
necessary that a party performing A�est needs to be able to reason
about the well-formedness of a multiply-locked ciphertext. Should,
on the other hand, a party require attestation for a commit that
covers the full duration during which the data is unavailable (rather
than being satis�edwith two commits, the “innermost” of which can
only be veri�ed after the “outermost” commit has been opened), the
only possible solution, given that the private unlocking parameters
have been discarded, is one in which commits for several durations
are computed during the initial commit, when private parameters
remain available. Note that this does not pose a security threat –
simultaneously storing Dragchute primitives (e.g., locked container
X and witness T ) corresponding to access times of, say, one month,
two months, four months, etc., does not provide access quicker than
one month. When the time comes for access latency to be increased
to two months, the one month Dragchute primitives are securely
discarded.

Selecting Values of t . While we have discussed the performance
overhead for our various functions, there may be additional con-
siderations for selecting the amount of time necessary to pick a
certain value of t . Using the example of previous years’ taxes, an
administrator may wonder which value of t is appropriate for their
application. There are two critical points to consider. First, the ad-
ministrator should seek to balance the likelihood and frequency of
the data will be needed against their ability to detect a compromise.
For instance, a company using an expensive intrusion detection
system (IDS) built to watch a singular data type may be able to use
relatively small values of t , whereas a less sophisticated operation
may need to err on the side of caution and give themselves addi-
tional time. In either case, a Dragchute instantiation (along with
desired t value) should be used to complement the IDS already in
place.

Secondly, an administrator may eventually need to consider
legal mandates. While no such mandates exist now because the
construction is new, it is not unforeseeable that courtsmay prescribe
rules (i.e., maximum unlock times) to speci�c laws.

Accordingly, like all other pieces of security infrastructure, these
considerations and the experience of the administrator will need to
be balanced to select the proper parameters.



Granularity of Dragchute Commit Durations. The Dragchute
scheme as described here presents limits on the duration of com-
mitments. To see why this might be the case, consider that if time
parameter t provides commit duration �, then time parameter t + 1
will provide commit duration of 2�. A problem arises if one wishes,
for example, to generate a commit with time duration 3

2�. This
arises, in part, due to the way in which we have de�ned the time
parameter t . Speci�cally, because we de�ne u to be �22

t
, choosing

time parameter value t means requiring 2t sequential squares to
unlock the commit. Had we instead de�ned u as �2t , then a time
parameter value of t would require exactly t squarings, allowing a
much wider range of possible commit times.

De�ning t as we have, however, has a signi�cant bene�t with
regards to the non-interactive zero-knowledge proof. In particular,
in order to show that the value u has been correctly constructed,
we use the vector

W =

*
�2,�4,�16,�256, . . . ,�2

2i
, . . . ,�2

2(t�1)
,�2

2t
+
,

which we denoted byW = hb0,b1, . . . ,bt i, and show via our NIZKP
that each triple of the form (�,bi�1,bi ) is a Di�e-Hellman tuple.

It turns out that this same technique works, regardless of how
t is de�ned, with some minor modi�cations toW . As an example,
suppose one wishes to require 3

2 2
t sequential squarings (halfway

between 2t and 2t+1 squarings). ThenW can be constructed as
follows:

W =

*
�8,�64, . . . ,�2

3
2 2
i

, . . . ,�2
3
2 2

(t�1)
,�2

3
2 2
t
+
,

(here i starts at 1). This modi�edW works just as well as the previ-
ous de�nition, since each triple of the form (�,bi�1,bi ) is a Di�e-
Hellman tuple, and can thus be veri�ed using the NIZKP presented
earlier.

Data with Time-Limited Value. One of the advantages of delay-
ing access to data is that the delay itself may allow a defender to
mitigate the loss of that data. For instance, if the data itself has
time-limited value, the compromised party can simply render such
data irrelevant immediately.

Consider credit card information as an example.Many companies
store such information related to their customers for many years,
with no immediate, but some potential, future bene�t in mind (e.g.,
a company may hope to predict which kind of sales bring customers
back to their stores). Accordingly, credit card data may be stored
long term without any short-term use. Such data would also be of
interest to an adversary, and therefore a candidate for protection
via Dragchute .

The current standard response to detecting a breach of such data
is to �rst cancel such credit card numbers and then to o�er credit
protection to anyone potentially impacted by the breach. The latter
step is an expensive proposition, costing potentially millions of
dollars depending on the size of the breach. If the compromised
vendorwere instead to be able to proactively have the cards replaced
by their banks (i.e., using a database where customer name and

bank are in plaintext, but the credit card number is protected using
a Dragchute scheme), the credit card numbers could be rendered
worthless prior to an adversary’s ability to unlock them.

We believe that many types of data could potentially bene�t
from such protection, especially those used for account access (e.g.,
bank account numbers, passwords, etc).

Data with No Retirement Date. Not all data loses its usefulness
with time. Social security numbers, communications covered by
Sarbanes-Oxley, and even corporate planning documents may serve
as valuable information to an attacker regardless of when they
were originally stored. Accordingly, such data can not simply be
proactively expired as was discussed previously.

Regardless, having lead time in addressing a breach remains valu-
able. One of the major challenges of breaches is in rapidly respond-
ing to the event. With additional time between data breach and data
compromise, victims can better adjust their public response (e.g.,
by proactively o�ering social security number monitoring services
instead of doing so reactively) and legal strategies accordingly.

Deployment Scenarios. To this pointwe have discussedDragchute
in a context independent manner, focusing implicitly on a simple
scenario: a single machine with a single copy of sensitive data.
While a valuable context in which to reason about our primitives,
our methods are potentially applicable to a variety of deployment
scenarios at a multitude of system levels, each of which presents
unique advantages and concerns. This raises numerous questions,
as for example about the granularity at which our primitives should
be applied (e.g., directory level or tablespace level), and of con�g-
uration appropriate for various threat models. Data distribution
models also in�uence deployment con�guration – deployment in a
modern networked system raises issues very di�erent from those
encountered in a disk level solution.

Moreover, the majority of modern enterprises have extensive
storage and backup systems. These systems often include the cre-
ation of multiple copies of all data, many of which are stored o�-site
to ensure that even physical destruction of a facility will not re-
sult in the loss of critical �les. The creation of such copies, each
of which may be stored on a machine with potentially di�erent
administrators and/or policies (e.g., a cloud system may not pro-
vide the same kinds of policy enforcement mechanisms, and may
itself be subject to a variety of di�erent laws than a domestically
located company) complicates the problem of implementation and
deployment of Dragchute (as it would for any solution).

A naive solution to the backup issue might be to simply use
o�ine storage. While true o�ine storage is in regular use in some
industries (e.g., traditional banking), most of what is currently
termed o�ine storage is not actually o�ine [40], but instead hosted
remotely on a virtual host that is “shut down” (and that can be
turned on remotely by connecting through the VM management
or a “lights-out” systems).

We consider the exploration of such complexities to be an im-
portant component of our future Dragchute-related work.
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